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1-002-0000

IN THE CHAIR: MARTIN HOJSÍK
Vice-Chair of the Committee of Inquiry on
the Protection of Animals during Transport

(The meeting opened at 16.53)

1-003-0000

Chair. – Good afternoon, I am honoured to be able to be chairing this ANIT meeting today, so
welcome. I hope you are all well and managing the pandemic. Like for the previous meetings,
we will work today in a mixed format with Members either physically present in the meeting
room or connected from their respective workplaces. Today we will continue our exchange with
colleagues from the European Commission on the second subject: current and future EU
requirements.

As for the last meetings, let me remind you about the instructions for the optimal functioning
of this mixed meeting. We can use today interpretation in French, German, Italian, Dutch,
English, Spanish, Portuguese, Swedish, Hungarian, Slovak and Romanian. Let me remind you
that the interventions by telephone or audio connection are not interpreted, as interpreters need
to rely on video too. As usual, please speak slowly and avoid reading your notes. The
interpreters will appreciate it. Please press the ‘speak’ button only when I give you the floor.
Please be reminded that Members present in the meeting room must wear facemasks, including
when speaking.

Now to the agenda. Dear colleagues, after a first very fruitful meeting with the Commission on
Monday, we continue today our debate on the outcome of the first five hearings organised since
the beginning of the mandate. Two colleagues from DG SANTE are joining us remotely today
answering remaining questions on current and future EU requirements. There should be,
hopefully, already connected Mr Eric Thevenard, Head of Unit G4 on matters related to EU
public health legislation on slaughter, and Mr Andrea Gavinelli, Head of Unit G5 on matters
related to Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2005.

We are happy to welcome you to our meeting. We already know Mr Gavinelli from our
previous meetings and today we would like you to give us a short introduction. Please
Mr Gavinelli, you have the floor.

1-004-0000

Andrea Gavinelli, HoU G5- Animal Welfare and Antimicrobial Resistance. – Thank you very
much again for the opportunity to be connected with this important committee. And as I also
said in the previous ... it is very important for us to build up on the future revision of our
legislation.

I think it’s quite an opportunity today to reconnect also with all the experience that we
developed since the adoption of our regulation in 2005, that, I would like to recall, was adopted
after a proposal from the Commission only partially, in a sense that the current regulation
reflected to a political agreement in Council, a revision of all except the travelling times and
other aspects of the previous older directive.

So we are talking about a regulatory instrument here that lasted for certain parts since nearly 25
years. As a consequence, this is why we had several interventions in helping and supporting the
implementation, but, clear, cut the refreshing and the way we were looking to it for 2023
become important, being also the value of transport in terms of the welfare and all the value we
give to animals even in the treaty, changed from practically 25 years ago.
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The story about this go through even reports from the Commission on the implementation of
the regulation. Scientific opinion also, one was for example adopted by EFSA in December
2010 at the latest, and we went through arguments that are going to now be refreshed by the
opinion we are  waiting for the next year.

The report that was produced, for example, in 2011 by the Commission is a report that I was
liking, as we were discussing also in the previous meeting, the importance of digital
technologies and the need for, in fact, investing in a proper way to monitor and trace transport.
This also was seen as a major issue for enforcement and the need to collect data. Several efforts
and projects have been developed on that, but in effect, they were never a transposed in a reform
of the legislation. We concentrated in that years on better implementation.

The report also highlighted the fact that problems on animal welfare persisted in the
implementation of these also in the TS, in particular due to poor compliance with that. But we
can say the main line of the Commission at that time was to not reform, to not produce
legislation, in particular due to the difficulties already on the implementation of the previous
one.

The problem of enforcement and so on ... were lacking even in the strategy. Strategy that you
know, the EU animal welfare strategy from 2012 was recently also assessed and the evaluation
of this, published just a couple of weeks ago, highlighted that probably there was not enough
capacity by Member States in any case to get to the proper enforcement still and in particular
three elements were not working properly in terms of enforcement.

The requirement on space allowances, many times there were more animals on the tracks that
what is necessary. There was even difficulty to stop for watering and feeding the animals, as it
was provided and also required by the legislation. There were also a few economic incentives
to do better in animal transport at the same time. So that is why the operators were trying to
save money with it. At the same time, animal transporters with low economic value were paying
the price of the worst implementation.

All these are really important elements that we put all together in this opportunity of revising
the legislation, and they are also important to realign with you in these reflection of today.

Another element that came out and was also highlighted by the recent evaluation of this
strategy, was that there is an entire species, entire area of animals that are producing food – that
are fish – that are not really practically covered by requirements in the current regulation. They
fall under the scope of the regulation but practically there is no type of any requirement. This
is another important element to consider for the future.

So this is an introduction that brings me then to, we can say, the last elements that we have
produced in the analysis that we have done, that were also highlighted by my colleague from
Directorate F. The fact that despite a huge investment done also by the Commission, it needs
to mention that are also related to training, training of the operators, related to developing even
techniques to benchmark in assessing the quality of an animal to be transported. And all the rest
there are clearly still these are problematic elements with the requirement in the legislation that
are not properly implemented and not even sometimes considered, and also a lack of updates
also of the scientific knowledge we have and the technology that could be now available. But
of course they are not available, not even known, when we talk about the status of part of this
current regulation that, I repeat, dates from the late ’90s.

So it’s really more than 20 years ago. That’s more or less until today. Then if I still have time
for my introduction, because I cannot see the chronometer on my screen, anyway I would like
to tell you a little bit more about the process ahead of us.
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The process ahead of us is in fact a process of revision that pass through a fitness check. That
is already started and will lead into a public consultation. That will happen, and they call that
consultation, that will happen by the end of this year. Meantime, we have several steps that
include of course the examination of the report that will be adopted by ANIT.

The fitness check will conclude with a staff working document in the summer of 2022. June
2022 is also when this opinion will arrive. So when this element will converge on that moment
and it will be practically also the moment, by the end of 2022, when we will have the future
policy choices that will be detected through the impact assessment procedure. We intend so to
start the drafting as soon as possible by the end of the impact assessment, so end of 2022, so to
get into 2023 with the Commission proposal.

That is more or less the pattern that we are looking for. These are all the elements for the future.
Meantime, we will not surely stop to use all the tools that we have available to implement what
exists and to do the best to respond to the different crises.

And now I have to say, first of all that, we already mentioned the use of the delegated acts, the
implementing acts, under the official control regulation or under the transport regulation to
create in particular to support and to avoid the crisis like the one we had in the livestock vessels
that we saw in the last months.

We are intending and looking to the possibility to adopt databases, a repository for all the
certificates of approval of the vessels in Europe. We are in fact working on an agreement with
the European Maritime Safety Agency for this proposal and the idea of this database will be to
allow sharing of information across all of the competent authorities of the Member States and
to help them to do better in their performing of inspection and controls.

This is not the only system we are thinking to increase the quality of inspection. Together with
it, the idea is to create a scoreboard system that would facilitate surely the inspection for one
thing, but also will help us to keep track of the bad vessels and the good vessels that are
operating, is hoping to exclude them from the traffic.

This act should be tabled this year and adopted hopefully at the beginning of 2022 at the latest.
The other possibility will be to insist on the possibility to have the presence of an official
veterinarian in every maiden voyage of a livestock vessel. This is an idea also they came seeing
how important to, especially when we have such (inaudible) of vessels for weeks in the
Mediterranean, to have surely the capacity to assist the animals on board, because as you know
they cannot be re-introduced in the EU. So we have to live with that situation.

We will try to use as much as we can also the existing national contact points and network,
because in fact they had been essential also for the Suez Canal crisis, to facilitate the
communication and to know the situation in the Mediterranean at the moment of the crisis. This
helped us also to solve it in fact, luckily all the vessels that were there arrived at their destination
with no problems.

And last, and I will conclude with this. Of course, all the elements of training, all the elements
we have available, including the better training for safer food will continue to be deployed with
the specific courses on animal welfare that are also indicated to transport and are offered both
the basic and advanced levels, not only to veterinarians, the philosophy is the philosophy of
training the trainer. It means in fact to amplify this network of informal colleagues and people
that are in the business.
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The operation is also going to try to incorporate in our activities third countries and
neighbouring countries. Thanks also to TAIEX, that is a most important toolbox, and also of
course with the audits, as we said, and Ana, my colleague from Directorate F, said they will be
helping Member States to understand the point of weakness in their systems.

So this is, in summary, the general picture of where are we come from and where we intend to
go. And I’m am hoping to have a nice discussion with you today.
1-005-0000

Eric Thevenard, Head of Food Hygiene and Fraud, Commission. – So indeed I am the Head
of Food Hygiene and Fraud unit. This is very briefly a unit dealing with all the rules for the
hygienic production of food in the European Union and in addition dealing with other systems
and also food fraud.

The reason why I’m here with you today, and thank you very much for the invitation, is because
you raised issues about slaughterhouses, and I wanted to briefly explain what the rules are, and
also what the new rules will be, and the articulation with animal welfare.

So, obviously, we regulate not animal welfare at all but only the hygiene requirements, and as
you know in the EU there are either fixed slaughterhouses or mobile slaughterhouses that are
all EU-approved and that all accessing the whole EU market. The authorisation of mobile
slaughterhouses is the competence of Member States, and these are fully-fledged mobile
slaughterhouses that can go anywhere to slaughter animals, as many animals as necessary, and
then these animals and the meat obtained from the animals, as I said, reach the EU market.

Two issues with regard to slaughterhouses and animal welfare that I want to mention. First,
there was a question about how we can multiply such possibilities. I want to underline the fact
that the EU legislation allows Member States – without compromising the achievement of the
food hygiene and food safety objectives of course – to allow Member States to support local
slaughterhouses by adopting national measures that can adapt the EU food hygiene
requirements as regards the construction, the layout and the equipment of establishments to
accommodate the needs of food businesses which are in regions that that are subject to special
geographic constraints.

So that’s what is presently in the legislation and, in addition to these two existing possibilities,
we are currently tabling a new approach, a new proposal, which is the possibility to slaughter
on the farm a limited number of animals, big animals which are not used to human handling
and so which could present either a danger for themselves or for the humans handling them, so
that they would be stunned and bled on the farm and then transported once stunned and bled
with a small truck that is associated with a slaughterhouse, not too far, to the slaughterhouse,
where the rest of the treatment of the carcass would happen.

This is a text which is done by delegated act which has been supported by the Member States;
it was actually initiated at the request of some of them. And we are at the stage where this
document, this text, has been tabled to you, the Parliament, as well as to the Council, for the
two-month period of consultation of these two institutions before it can be fully endorsed.

This, I think, is a compromise between the obligation on hygiene and proper assurance of food
safety of the meat that is obtained that way, and also attention given to the animal welfare of
certain animals. As I said, it’s not all, so these are big animals and we accept that up to three
animals be slaughtered – be stunned and bled – or up to six pigs, so that gives you an idea on
the farm with this system where the farmer would have to agree with local slaughterhouse or a
not-too-far slaughterhouse, and the slaughterhouse would have to come with a small truck.
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They would organise in the presence of the official veterinarian the ultimate inspection of the
animals and then the stunning and the bleeding, and then the carcases will go back to the
slaughterhouse where, as for any type of slaughtering, these animals would benefit from the EU
stamp; so this means access to the whole EU market.

So that’s basically the reason of my presence here. I’m not that much involved in the transport
aspects, but this measure that we have just proposed and which is currently, as I said, on your
table, is – I think – of interest to you and that’s why I’m here. Basically that’s all I could say
and I’m yours for any questions you may have.
1-006-0000

Chair. – Thank you very much. It was really indeed interesting. I think the slaughterhouse
aspect – although we are looking at the transport – is something where we could see how the
animals arrive, so I’m really keen to have you here.

Now since we have enough time available, we have a really good opportunity from my point
of view, which doesn’t happen in many committees, to use the ping-pong system, so to have
immediate answers from the Commission on the questions from the Members. Let me open
with the coordinator from the EPP, Mr Buda.

1-007-0000

Daniel Buda (PPE). – Thank you, Chair, and thank you very much to our guest speakers, who
have provided some extremely important information.

I would like to ask about the implementation of existing legislation in the Member States. I am
very concerned at the fact that no steps have been taken to implement animal transport
legislation in some Member States, because that is why we are in this situation today. That is
on the one hand. On the other hand, I clearly remember what was said in hearings with other
players in this market. They said that if this legislation had been implemented, we would just
about be at the point of being able to guarantee animal welfare. Because you know, colleagues
– and we have had a lot of discussions with farmers in Romania, Germany and Bulgaria and
elsewhere – we must start from the premise that we cannot talk about stopping the transportation
of live animals – either to Asian countries, to Gulf countries or to countries within the European
Union – because in fact their economies and industries, or livestock sectors, depend on this type
of animal transport in practice.

The key concern for us must be to pinpoint the mechanisms and measures through which we
can guarantee animal welfare during the transportation of live animals. I would ask the
Commission representative whether the possibility exists, from the financial resources at our
disposal (be this money from the Common Agricultural Policy itself or from other financial
resources) to allocate amounts to animal transporters so that they can guarantee the welfare of
those animals during their transportation. This is because, on the one hand, welfare during
transportation has a major impact on the quality of the meat in the case of animals for slaughter.
On the other hand, dear colleagues, to be quite honest I did not realise the scale of live animal
transportation until we set up this committee, or of the transportation of breeding animals inside
the European Union and outside the European Union. So it is clear that in this situation anyone
receiving money for such animals has every interest in ensuring their welfare during
transportation over their lifetimes, because otherwise the animals cannot be guaranteed fit for
the breeding purposes for which they are purchased.

I would therefore simply like to ask whether the possibility exists of using money for animal
transporters to guarantee a high standard of welfare during transportation?
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1-008-0000

Andrea Gavinelli, HoU G5- Animal Welfare and Antimicrobial Resistance. – Yes, thank you,
Mr Buda, thank you, Chair. The answer is quite simple. We don’t have today instruments to
support financially transport of animals per se.

There are no particular instruments that are really directed to improve directly the
implementation in the sense of supporting transporters or who is responsible, like even the
companies that are doing this. So all initiatives are based on private initiatives that are looking
into doing the best, because we have a good example of the companies investing in technologies
and quality. I saw them also present in the year of panic.

But today, to answer to the question straight, we have no instruments from the Financial
Perspective in the EU to support quality transport versus non-quality transport or similar things.

1-009-0000

Carmen Avram (S&D). – Mr Thevenard and Mr Gavinelli, I really appreciate your time and
efforts for our exchanges these days, but during the previous meeting I have raised some
questions which have not been tackled at all by you. And with the risk of repeating myself, I
will ask again this question since we have not discussed yet whether the revised version of the
Regulation (EC) No 1/2005 contingency plans are being considered or not by DG SANTE.

I am well aware of the different accidents that happened so far, but my country, Romania, has
been making steps recently in guaranteeing a better animal welfare during transport through
different sets of legislation, and apart from a revised national legislation asking for vets on
board the vessels or a ban on transports when temperatures exceed a certain threshold and many
others ... is now working on a contingency plan. But you know better than me that if this
contingency plan is not applied in all Member States little to none will be improved in terms of
animal welfare during transport. Therefore, I have to repeat my questions.

Are your colleagues in DG SANTE working already on the revision of the Regulation (EC) No
1/2005 considering the inclusion of a contingency plan, or at least are you willing to work on
an impact project to support such a contingency plan? And my second question is whether DG
SANTE is considering revising Regulation (EU) 2017/625 as well, and would this revision
include working again with private auditors for the controls to be done in third countries as used
to happen in the past? Because DG SANTE cannot conduct inspections in third countries but
the regulation applies until the destination.

So we have to find a solution to control what is going on in third countries, because with all
due respect, if we are not advancing in concrete measures, proposals and solutions to improve
the legislation and limit ourselves in condemning different Member States, I believe the ANIT
Committee is not fulfilling its mandate. We are not offering to the concerned citizens any
answer if our strategy is reduced to naming and shaming this and that Member State. And of
course I’m not referring to you because neither DG SANTE nor you personally are doing that,
but we are constantly witnessing this strategy of naming and shaming and this has no final
answer for our citizens.

1-010-0000

Andrea Gavinelli, HoU G5- Animal Welfare and Antimicrobial Resistance. – Yes, probably
today would really be the big moment for the Head of Unit of Animal Welfare to exchange. I
tell you in the background all my colleagues are helping and supporting because it’s true, it is
the moment to go in deep more quietly than usual.

To come to Ms Avram’s question, first on a contingency plan. Clear cut, the contingency plan
issue is something that we have to think to reinforce because we don’t have specifications that
are helping to have a detailed contingency plan for transporting, particularly we saw for the
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livestock vessel situation. As a consequence, it is clear cut, an issue that we have to work on
better in terms of providing more detail and more definition on what we want for our
contingency plan.

Today is clear, proven by reality, that they are not as helpful as they should be especially with
long journeys. I hope these answers ... we don’t have an element to protect more by the EU. Of
course the Member State could go further. An example is the Irish authorities. They have
provisions for contingency planning for every livestock leaving Ireland that are very detailed,
but this is a Member State initiative.

If we go into the revision officer control for authorised private controls: to be clear, the revision
officer control is not foreseen because in fact it is not even in my opinion – and we discussed
with colleagues – the good way to go in this moment. We have the moment now to reopen the
regulation on transport and we have also the possibility to assess all the needs about the control.
For the third country, logically we cannot solve a third country situation in terms of an EU
legislation so easily because we talk about WTO compliance and so the question is extremely
sophisticated.

The probability is that we should have more and smarter language in the future regulation about
what to do for the next .... in terms of the transports that are going further. And, as we were
thinking already, giving preventive instruments and tools like, for example, a veterinarian could
be present on the vessels when they go outside the EU. So at least it is preventing the suffering
of the animal with this professional on the vessel. This is one example, one idea. We wait also
from EFSA to see what are the risk factors in order to get it too.

The naming and shaming is something that we know exists as an instrument. Honestly, when I
was mentioning the possible reform in terms of the listing of the livestock vessel to have a
uniform list in the EU and have a capacity of scoring the quality of this vessel, clear cut, will
help us also to see when they are in a specific harbour.

It will help the inspector at the last minute when they inspect the vessel already to know the
scoring of a vessel, so to know which risk is there. And when you are normally pressed as an
official to do an inspection in a boat that has to load thousands of animals. And knowing that
you are going to authorise something in terms of departure that has a bad score, it probably will
help not to choose this vessel to leave and motivate you to do it. This is an idea that we will put
in this delegated act that should see the light in 2022.

I hope I took all these questions and, anyway, I am here for further questions.

1-011-0000

Billy Kelleher (Renew). – Just to welcome the two contributors and just to say that I have a
few questions. First and foremost, let’s be very clear. The Elbeik and the Karim Allah were two
disgraceful episodes in recent times in Mediterranean waters. And, certainly, there is an abject
failure in terms of putting in place proper regulations and guidelines around the governance and
obligations of transporters, and those that are selling the animals to those that are procuring the
animals with regard to sea journeys, and certainly it was an appalling failure of EU regulation.

And what I can’t understand is why is it not possible in the normal course of events that if a
ship leaves a European port and does not arrive at a third country that there should be some
protocols in place, whereby in the event of there being a technical failure of the ship or their
being a geopolitical issue, or there have been weather events, whereby the boat cannot continue
its journey, that it should be able to withdraw to a European port? And certainly this is an issue
that has to be addressed in the short and medium-term so we don’t have other events like the
Elbeik and the Karim Allah.
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With regard to other issues, I think it is an issue of major concern with regards to the
transportation of animals and the obligations that are now being sought around veterinarians
being available, and I just want to tease this out a little bit. Is it possible in terms of land
transport, where they would be over shorter journeys, where there would be grade below
veterinarian, a technician, that would be able to oversee transport?

The idea that you could have a vet on a ship certainly is something I would support and endorse.
There would be large volumes of animals over longer periods, but in terms of the actual
transporting of animals on land, would it not be appropriate to have some form of technician
that has a certain skill set around animal husbandry, that would be able to travel with those
animals, either by road or by rail, but more than likely by road? And that is an area I would like,
maybe, the Commission to look at as well.

Also, the other issue. We speak about slaughterhouses. I’m not quite sure, Chair, about other
parts of the world, but I do know that there was a huge consolidation of slaughtering facilities
in Ireland in the ’90s because of EU regulations, which obligated them to consolidate. And we
tried to talk about ‘farm to fork’ and going back to the market as close as possible to production
and people, and at the same time, we have a situation where there is a continued consolidation
of slaughtering facilities, and I’m just wondering are EU regulations the problem, or is it
national interpretation of EU regulations? But I do know one thing for sure: it is very difficult
either to get planning or a grant of licence to build a slaughterhouse, and the viability of same
is quite diminished.

So if we are to have local markets, we do need local slaughtering facilities and again I’m
wondering is it necessary always to have a vet for the slaughtering of three sheep or three pigs?
I can understand maybe if it was a large volume of large animals, but is there not a possibility
of having a technician-standard person that could actually oversee this rather veterinarians,
which are scarce as it is across Europe and obligated to many other functions as well?

1-012-0000

Eric Thevenard, Head of Food Hygiene and Fraud, Commission. – (inaudible) EU legislation.
Now, as I said, there are two ways to shorten the transport. One is to bring mobiles to the houses,
to the farms, and the other is this new possibility which I just mentioned, which is a bit different
because it’s indeed small scale, it’s a limited number of animals – big animals, so not sheep –
but cows or horses or eventually pigs, but not, let’s say, small ruminants.

There is flexibility, as I said, to adapt to local situations. So Member States have the possibility
to provide for adaptation in terms of layout, be that for standard slaughterhouses or mobile ones.
So there, there could be some flexibility which could probably affect the cost of building or the
cost of furnishing slaughterhouses and so make it, may be, a bit more rentable.

As far as the veterinarian presence is concerned. On this I will be extremely clear. The answer
is no. And the answer is no because today for automotive inspection there has to be an official
veterinarian always. The only situation where we tolerate someone else other than an official
veterinarian it’s when an official veterinarian has done a first inspection on the farm and then
the animals are transported to the slaughterhouse and then the technician is there to check that
the transport has not affected the animals and that’s it. So basically checking the documents
that the official vet has produced at his inspection on the farm, and then checking that nothing
has happened in the meantime.

So you have to realise that when we authorise stunning and bleeding on the farm, we are not in
ideal hygiene conditions, and the first objective of the food hygiene legislation is public health
and safety of the meat that will be sold to European consumers. So not having an ideal hygiene
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situation means that it’s all the more reason to have an official veterinarian to check first the
way the animals are stunned.

Of course, taking before the ante-mortem so that the animals are fit for slaughter and then
making sure that at the time of bleeding, there is no problem of contamination. So all these
small risks need to be mitigated, and this is why the presence of an official veterinarian is
required. And so we require that on fixed slaughterhouses, we require that on mobile
slaughterhouses, so all the more when it is at such a scale of the farm, where we know how the
farm is, it’s far from being a white room.
1-013-0000

Andrea Gavinelli, HoU G5- Animal Welfare and Antimicrobial Resistance. – To come to the
two questions more welfare-related and transport-related that we spoke. Talking about, first of
all, the land transport and the technical skills for us ... possible authorise staff that will follow
the animals during the transport.

Already today the transporter needs an authorisation to be performing this and to be recognised
competent for this specific purpose. Probably it would be, in the light of the new knowledge we
have and also the new instrument that we could include in our transport today calling for the
future, we could enhance this capacity to intervene in case of crisis. And that would be really,
in my opinion, helpful to be tracking records of happenings that will monitor (inaudible), also
like in case of high temperatures, for example, during a transport you need really to take
emergency measures for the animals.

Today, as I recall, the transport means have some requirement for monitoring temperatures, but,
to be honest there are not going more than about a recording system. And then we have the
recording of the loading ramp when its opening and closing, but this is really basic comparing
with the technology of today. The training of staff is needed in the assembly centres, for
example, in the place where you unload the animal – this requirement is already there – but it
is clear cut that in short distances it’s not required.

For what concerns the first question also and protocols for what is the intervention to grant
capacity to intervene in case of a big emergency. Well, it’s true as it is today, and this is the
case of the two vessels: while there are Member States that are very much attentive, so, before
the departure all is about before the departure, the quality of the vessel, the quality of the
animals, what is provided is important.

The problem is that, apart from this contingency generic requirement of a contingency plan that
I spoke about before, the only requirement that is helping at this moment is that they have to
load a percentage in feed for the animals that is above the quantity that is necessary to arrive at
destination. But in fact more than this, we encounter this difficulty that is that the animals, in
case of a painful situation like what happened with Elbeik, they cannot be reintroduced in the
territory of the EU and what’s happening in reality is that the vessel crew – we still await the
final report of the Spanish authorities – but practically it seems they’ve been trying to land and
sell the animals to third countries in the Mediterranean, and that provoked this incredible
Odyssey, as we say, and it’s really the situation.

The situation also is a lesson learned, as I said. We will surely examine how far we can go to
provide a safety system for cases like that. But as it is today, as I said, we don’t have more than
this in the current regulation.

1-014-0000

Sylvia Limmer (ID). – First of all, thank you very much for the opportunity to have this
discussion.
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It is of course clear that animal welfare is very important in our society, which is good. And it
is clear that in many parts of Europe, animals are considered to be our fellow creatures and that
people feel and show them empathy.

But the problem is in the freezer cabinet in the supermarket. Because there, cows become beef
and pigs become pork – nothing more than commodities. And there’s no sign of the animals’
suffering, which is precisely the problem. According to the UK’s Food Standard Agency, there
are significant animal welfare problems associated with animal transport: in other words, what
we are talking about. And since we have the opportunity today and this has already been
mentioned, the second major animal welfare problem is with slaughtering. I would like to talk
about both of these today.

I will move directly to my questions. In order to create more transparency for consumers and
so build pressure for animal welfare, it would of course be interesting to know the following:
is the Commission considering introducing a special label to indicate certain transport criteria,
for example (very basically) whether and to what extent there was live animal transport,
together with other parameters which are yet to be defined? This would be one way, at least, of
creating transparency for consumers.

Secondly (and this has just been mentioned) there is the matter of slaughtering. There was a
mention of the existence now of on-farm slaughter and that this is at the discretion of the
Member States. Unfortunately, in Germany it is not permitted to the extent we might wish. But
you yourself said that on-farm slaughter is authorised only to a very limited extent and only for
certain kinds of animals at EU level, which is of course regrettable. The pandemic in particular
has focused attention very strongly on local supply chains. On the one hand, these smaller farms
are often not sufficiently profitable to compete with supermarket chains in this area, particularly
with the option of on-farm slaughter being so limited. And on the other hand, there are
considerable attempts to further centralise these slaughterhouses. And this of course increases
the number of transportation routes, including within the EU. So to my questions: are there
possibilities for promoting smaller slaughterhouses or smaller slaughtering operations, and does
the European Commission plan to do so? How could this be put into action, and what options
are there?

And a question on hygiene: the argument is always put forward that hygiene is better in bigger
slaughtering operations. I don’t agree. Because it’s also true that larger slaughtering operations
are in a worse situation than smaller ones when it comes to contamination – there are studies
on this.

And thirdly: since we are talking about slaughtering, I would like to ask my third question. It
concerns a very sensitive topic, one which nevertheless also has a considerable impact on
animal welfare: the topic is slaughtering without stunning on religious grounds. The stunning
of livestock has been obligatory in the EU since 1979, although the Member States are at liberty
to permit exceptions on religious grounds. Denmark and Belgium have banned this cruel
method of slaughter. And so my question is aimed at EU level: how is it possible that we’re
talking about animal welfare yet we turn a blind eye to this reality at EU level? Many thanks
for your responses.

1-015-0000

Eric Thevenard, Head of Food Hygiene and Fraud, Commission. – There are different aspects
in the questions that were raised. The first thing about local circuits. So what I see that
nationality does not enter in the details of the measure, but basically if a farmer wants to
slaughter these big animals on the farm, he will contact the slaughterhouse. So there is an
agreement between the farmer and the slaughterhouse. And so these animals will be then taken
care of with prior notice to the official veterinarian, prior notice to the slaughterhouse; the
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slaughterhouse sends the truck to the farm, the animals are stunned, bled and then their
carcasses are brought back to the slaughterhouse where they are processed.

Obviously this is small-scale and nothing precludes ... and I had actually contacts with Belgian
MEPs together with farmers from Belgium, at the border with Germany actually who had the
intention to organise a circuit with also local butchers, to clearly label the meat produced that
way so that the consumers, when buying that meat would be well informed, that this meat has
been obtained from animals that have been slaughtered on farms. So with, let’s say, a good
environment, so promoting welfare, so that they are not being transported to the slaughterhouse,
etcetera, etcetera.

So to valourise and to create a sort of virtuous cycle where consumers would be attentive to
buy that meat instead of another, and so it would also support the farmers who make the effort
to do that. So this is absolutely not covered by us, because we are addressing 19 aspects in our
text. But nothing precludes from organising this.

The second thing about access to this: it’s true as well that we have put a number of conditions
such as a limit of time for the transport of the dead animal to the slaughterhouse. So we limit
this to a maximum of two hours between the time of stunning and the arrival to the
slaughterhouse. The reason is that again we want to ensure the safety of the food, and so that
the meat that arrives – the carcass that arrives – to the slaughterhouse is in good condition so
that the veterinarian in the slaughterhouse does not reject the animal.

On developing more local: as I said, there are two ways, but there is only one way to bring the
slaughterhouse closer to the farm today, it’s the mobile slaughter. This is absolutely visible
today in the present legislation, and so the only thing is that it has to be a mobile structure that
is hosted by the authorities of the Member States and there can be a number of flexibilities or
adaptations of that structure – this is also true for normal fixed slaughterhouses – so to take
account of geographic constraints, of remote situations. So Member States have the power, the
possibility, today already to organise that, so to facilitate the implantation or the development
of a mobile structure.

It is totally different from the new measure that we propose now, which is on the farm, and
there it’s only for a limited number of animals, as I explained before, and under strict conditions
because the conditions are not ideal from an hygiene perspective.

Let me disagree on the issue of hygiene in slaughterhouses. Big slaughterhouses are very clean,
they are attentive to that and they are constantly having quality pressure, especially because of
the quantity of meat they produce. Any outbreak, if it escalated to a contamination of that meat,
with Escherichia coli for instance, resulting from the contamination of the intestinal tract of the
carcass could have disastrous effects if it was a bad slaughterhouse because of the number of
meat produced and so the exposure in terms of consumers and as a consequence, the size of an
outbreak.

So they are extremely attentive to that and that’s why there were so stringent rules that were
implemented in the EU legislation to make sure that the meat obtained from the slaughter of
the animals would be of sufficient quality to ensure the safety of European consumers.

And I think I addressed the different questions that were for me, addressed to me, unless I forgot
one. And please do not hesitate to reiterate it so that I answer it at the next occasion.

1-016-0000

Caroline Roose (Verts/ALE). – Chair, I am going to digress for a moment today because I
should have started my speech by talking about the tragedy of the Elbeik and the Karim Allah,
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which were carrying 1776 and 895 cows respectively. They had left the ports of Tarragona and
Cartagena in mid-December and, as we have heard, had been drifting round the Mediterranean
for more than three months. Together with the coordinators of other political groups, we asked
the Spanish Government to come to today's meeting and explain to us how such a tragedy could
come to pass. So I hope that this is just a scheduling or agenda problem and that we will have
the opportunity to have a quick discussion with representatives of the Spanish Government.
Digression over.

I  am going to ask the Commission some other questions, but I will first provide a brief recap.
During the discussion we had on Monday, the Commission was very clear: it is not possible to
conduct out true audits in third countries, particularly not to check compliance of the control
points, the places where the lorries take breaks and unload the animals. In 2015, the Court of
Justice of the European Union delivered an important ruling which confirmed that the
protection provided by EU law for animals during transport does not stop at the EU's external
borders. The requirements concerning watering and feeding intervals, as well as travelling and
resting times thus also apply to the part of the transport that takes place outside the EU. And
then, on 1 March we in the committee met with Madeleine Martin, who is responsible for
welfare at the Hessian Ministry of the Environment and Agriculture in Germany, and I wish to
point something out. Together with colleagues from other German Länder, she went to Russia
to visit the addresses submitted by the hauliers in the logbooks and this is what she told us, and
I quote: ‘The results of the visual inspection was very shocking. Some of the specified control
points did not exist at all, others were in ruins, the three posts that could be described as supply
points did not meet European standards.’ As a result, Hesse and many German Länder have
banned exports to Russia. There is therefore, in my view, only one logical course of action if
we wish to comply with the Court's ruling: no live animals must be exported to these third
countries.

In her speech, Madeleine Martin then added, and I quote:

‘It is necessary to initiate infringement proceedings against those Member States that allow
their hauliers to infringe EU legislation with impunity, as a business model so to speak, and
disregard the case-law of the EU Court of Justice.’ And this is not an NGO saying this, it is the
representative of a Member State’s competent authority, which is why I specified earlier what
her duties were. So what does the Commission intend to do to put an end to exports to third
countries that do not comply with EU legislation?

A further question: could the Commission propose a ban on live animal exports to all countries
that do not agree to comply with European law? For example, can we imagine banning transport
to third countries, unless they commit themselves via an international agreement to respect all
European animal protection legislation in livestock raising, slaughter and transport?

And then I have just two comments, I admit that I am rather sceptical about the cleanliness of
large slaughterhouses. Mr Gavinelli, earlier you talked about putting a vet on each ship when it
sails out from a port to sea. On Monday, during my questions to the Commission, I asked
whether there were enough vets and I was told: ‘There will never be enough'. So I must admit
that I remain rather sceptical.

1-017-0000

Andrea Gavinelli, HoU G5- Animal Welfare and Antimicrobial Resistance. – I profit also
because Ms Limmer had a question on label and transport. I think it is worthwhile to say that
about welfare and labelling, as it is mandated practically in the Farm to Fork strategy, the
Commission has started to assess options for animal welfare labelling and we had the work
developed by the German Presidency on that that supported the work in this direction.
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So we have not announced it yet but we are working and we are collecting as much as possible
information on the existing scheme of labelling to see also how far we could apply and we could
develop a welfare label that would count on welfare practices and make it more transparent
(inaudible) to make it more transparent for EU consumers.

Coming to the question of Ms Roose, first of all, on the first one, to think about the transport
only in the direction of third countries where there is an agreement in terms of application of
the animal welfare rules of the EU. This is really a very ambitious aim and the possibility to
negotiate. We are negotiating animal welfare in the occasional several agreements and also with
neighbouring countries. As you know, we reached also certain agreements with, for example,
Ukraine. It has not really come into force but it contains the ambition to apply rules on welfare
and consider the trade between the two countries. It’s a good prototype. We are at the first steps,
to be honest, to insist on even more ambitious steps for welfare.

To be clear, as we all know, welfare is outside the remit of the sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS)
agreement so it is really something that the EU has to look into in a very particular manner. We
have to analyse the legal opportunities that are offered by the current treaty and the way we
relate with trade in that sense. Surely in any case it will be considered and will be part of our
reasoning for announcing welfare standards for the future.

Then we will go into the second question about the veterinarian idea I mentioned of the
possibility to have veterinarians on board. Here it is not a question of numbers, it is really only
a question of how and what defines this opportunity would have to be studied. We’re not talking
only about public veterinarians here, we are talking about veterinarians in terms of qualification
and expertise to assist animals. That’s why the discussion on numbers could be different.

This is to be examined. As I said it could be part of our delegated initiatives for the next year,
and we are doing this work now to assess this. That’s from me in terms of the question at this
stage.

1-018-0000

Eric Thevenard, Head of Food Hygiene and Fraud, Commission. – Thank you very much. So
very, very quickly, yes, slaughterhouses are bigger so of course there are more staff, there are
more abilities to separate parts of the establishment to ensure a good flow of the carcasses. And
indeed they pay a lot of attention to being clean, so you may disagree, but it’s actually a fact
that these slaughterhouses are well equipped and very attentive because of the risk of the
consequence of a closure or loss of the approval.

They are extremely attentive to hygiene aspects, and I recall that the authorities are present on
the spot and they pay of course very much attention to this aspect.

1-019-0000

Marlene Mortler (PPE). – Thank you Chair. Thanks too to the two experts from GD SANTE.

My first question is for the Head of Unit, Mr Eric Thevenard. The truth often lies in the middle,
and I remember a time when I was really at odds with my butchers, when Europe significantly
tightened the requirements for smaller butchers operating slaughterhouses in terms of its
standards. I concede that hygiene and animal welfare depend on each other. But I have the
impression that we are dialling back on lots of things (or at least that we will have to), otherwise
the Farm to Fork philosophy, with less travel and with regional circuits, will no longer be
feasible.

And it’s good that you also answered a written question on this, as you did today in connection
with mobile slaughtering units. But we must never forget that smaller slaughtering operations
always face higher costs, particularly with regard to official vets and all the other hygiene
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inspections, which they then pass on accordingly, unless municipal policy decides to give them
special support.

One question: near where I live, a regional slaughterhouse – not a local one, a regional one – is
currently being reconstructed, i.e. people are investing in the future. I support this
wholeheartedly. Is there EU funding for this in connection with Farm to Fork? That would be
very helpful indeed.

And now my questions for Mr Andrea Gavinelli: Mr Gavinelli, when you started, I thought, my
God, he’s going back a bit! The findings have been on the table for ages, together with reports,
the studies that were mentioned, the deadlines you once again presented, i.e. that there would
be an improvement in the legislation at the end of 2023 – but we have a very long way to go till
then. You then said that there was one area you wanted to deal with more quickly: the exclusion
of ships by the end of the year – of some ships. Did I understand that correctly? And you also
said that you wanted to involve non-EU countries more in training. That would be a good thing.
But I can categorically state that we heard in the hearings that there are Member States which
go far beyond the standards set out in Regulation (EC) No 1/2005. And I sometimes have the
feeling that all those who do their homework – such as the transport companies that do not
constantly undercut but just do their job, as they see it as their calling – will for the moment be
punished even more because they do things properly whereas others do not. This is difficult to
get across to the consumer, and to me as a politician and someone to whom animal welfare is
very dear. So I would appreciate an answer to this as well.

A final question on the certification of transport routes: surely this could be speeded up?

1-020-0000

Eric Thevenard, Head of Food Hygiene and Fraud, Commission. – Very rapidly, so, we are
both coming from the Health and Food Safety Directorate-General, so food safety is crucial for
us. There is no way – and this is also true for short circuits – that this is done at the expense of
food safety, it will kill the approach of short circuits. It has to be ensured that the food safety is
maintained at the level that Europe has chosen and the food hygiene legislation, including on
slaughterhouses – which was a decision by the Council and the Parliament a number of years
ago – is aiming at achieving such a level of protection for our consumers.

The fact that it has a cost, it is true, I agree, but it’s inherent to the fact that we wanted to ensure
the proper hygiene and safety of the food that we produce. Then as I said, there are ways to
adapt to local situations and this should be exploited by the Member States. And that’s it. But
at the end of the day, we still have to ensure that the meat we put on our market is of sufficient
safety.

1-021-0000

Andrea Gavinelli, HoU G5- Animal Welfare and Antimicrobial Resistance. – I hope I got the
question from Ms Mortler clearly because it was a little bit cut in some noise in the background
for the connection. I suppose it was about the certification for transporters, I hope I got that one,
and exclusion of vessels of low quality. In fact, the idea was a scoreboard in a system of a
unique transparent database of all the authorised vessels that will be connected with it and
available to all the authorities performing inspection. It is the idea really to create a better system
as soon as possible to exclude the vessels that are not properly managed or maintained.

Today it’s already possible to withdraw authorisation to livestock vessels. The problem is that
the mechanism of authorisation as it is today is a mechanism in which the visibility of it is not
common for all the Member States at the same time. A large number of vessels today are
authorised by Romanian authorities and this authorisation is practically forever. So, this is
another important element that we could consider. For example, if it would be possible to
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restrict the time-span of an authorisation and also to make it mandatory to re-authorise a vessel
that is going below a certain scoreboard certification situation.

So this is for me something that is a happier logic from the discussion of today and is something
that for an impact assessment  we could assess for the future legislation. At the same time we
can intervene, as I said, on exactly about the transparency of the scoreboard, what I did before.
I hope I got the right question anyway.

1-022-0000

Simone Schmiedtbauer (PPE). – Thank you Chair, representatives of the Commission, I
would like to use this opportunity to address a subject which has had rather inadequate treatment
so far: slaughtering – this has come up several times. The Farm to Fork Strategy is setting proper
priorities: a move away from large-scale slaughtering operations, a return to shorter circuits, to
regionality – so a benefit for climate protection, rural value creation and better animal welfare.
But in order to achieve this we need coherent political measures and planning security. And
unfortunately these are not always present.

Let me give you an example: in late 2020 a derogation for firms which had been slaughtering,
processing and selling poultry on a small scale came to an end. Now, sixteen years later, they
are no longer allowed to sell processed products such as turkey meatloaf to the catering industry.
A long-established practice was simply forbidden. As a farmer and former direct marketer I
find this completely incomprehensible.

A few weeks later the Commission announced that on-farm slaughtering would be extended in
the future. I now see this as a kind of peace offering, given the uproar about the Regulation and
the ending of the derogation. Now we have the legislative text, and I’m not at all happy with it.
I would therefore like to ask:

will the Commission ensure that its proposal will be practicable and feasible, i.e. will not
constitute an insurmountable cost factor for farmers? Do you think, given the example you have
just presented, that small farming operations will also be able to benefit from it? Has the
Commission calculated the cost to an individual farmer of having the vet present for the whole
slaughtering process? Do you have to hand the approximate cost per livestock unit or per
kilogramme of slaughter weight, and has the Commission tackled the question of how to resolve
the lack of vets in rural areas?

Representatives of the Commission, you – or we – must decide, once and for all, what we want.
On the one hand we want to reduce animal transport, but on the other hand, slaughtering,
processing and regional marketing are being made unnecessarily difficult for farmers.

And in response to the statements we have heard today about small operations not having the
best hygiene conditions and that big slaughterhouses are very clean, I would say this: small
operations are also very, very clean. They too have very strict rules. What happens in Austria
is that the vet performs a live examination and then examines the animal again after it has been
slaughtered. Samples are also taken to ensure the safety of the consumer and, of course, of the
farmer.

So if I were you I would consider your proposal – which is certainly well-intentioned – and
consider it in all seriousness, as it is not feasible in practice. Sadly!

1-023-0000

Eric Thevenard, Head of Food Hygiene and Fraud, Commission. – Thank you very much.
Yes, indeed it is for me. So there are two different things here. The first thing is the end of the
transition for the direct sale of poultry meat products and the rabbit-meat products. So this dates
back 15 years ago where the Parliament and the Council adopted the legislation – the food
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hygiene legislation – which foresees they can, these little small farmers, producers, sell directly
the fresh meat without having to respect all the rules related to food hygiene for the whole EU
production.

So fresh meat was accepted and it’s still possible for these local producers to sell locally this
meat that they obtained through the slaughter on the farm of this poultry that they produce or
these rabbits that they produce. There was as well a transition that was allowing for them to
also produce poultry meat products from that poultry meat they would obtain from the slaughter
of these animals, and the same for rabbits, locally, and they would produce these meat products
and sell them locally.

This transition was prolonged regularly actually by us, by the Commission, and ended in 2020
because of one very clear reason: the Legal Service of the Commission considered that it was
not possible for the Commission to keep delegating for a measure that was adopted by the
Council and the Parliament because it was turning a derogation, a transition, into law. So this
transition could not be prolonged any more.

The second thing is that this transition was based on a legal basis, which was in the initial text,
and this legal basis has been removed by the Parliament and by the Council in 2019. So there
was no possibility any more for the Commission to prolong further, to hold the request we had
before its end, to prolong further this possibility for small producers.

So you are absolutely right that this possibility is now no longer feasible. And so the farmers
who will produce poultry-meat products or rabbit-meat products have to comply with EU
legislation. As we said, there are possibilities in the legislation to offer adaptations, and this is
under the responsibility of Member States to offer them these possibilities.

The other issue is that of the slaughter on the farm. And I agree with you as well that it’s not
because there is a small establishment that it is not clean. I absolutely agree, and there is no
reason at all, as I said, that we could not say that bigger slaughterhouses would be dirtier than
smaller ones. That is not true.

Then on the farm we cannot have a regular ‘passage’, a regular visit of the veterinarian. We
have to have an inspection by a veterinarian because we are having very specific conditions
when we slaughter on the farm. Two aspects, one is of course what I just said in my previous
intervention, which is about public health, so the hygiene of the slaughter. The other element
that is important to keep in mind is the animal-health aspect. So the veterinarians are also there
to check the animals. A number of big outbreaks have been discovered at the slaughterhouse.

So it’s important that this ante-mortem is carried out before the animals are slaughtered on the
farm.

1-024-0000

Martin Hojsík (Renew). – Thank you very much. And actually it’s my turn. My question
concerns also slaughterhouses, because it’s a unique opportunity, but I would like to look at
one category of the animals that is very often overlooked, and I think also by the inspection.

That are the animals that are, let’s be honest, literally spent – the laying hens, the milk-
producing cows – essentially animals that are not destined any more for meat, basically due to
the quality reason so to say. Now I’m wondering to which extent do you see or do you try to
monitor the welfare conditions?

Because again, these are almost, for example for the laying hens, separate slaughterhouses. The
welfare conditions ... that if you see differences in the welfare conditions during the transport
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for these and also because there seems to be naturally less care, less value in the monetary terms,
not in actual welfare-being terms of these animals. And if you see differences in the way they’ve
been transported at the receiving end; if the EU are actually checking these things also for the
animals that are not destined for meat production? Thank you very much and obviously it was
for Mr Thevenard.

1-025-0000

Eric Thevenard, Head of Food Hygiene and Fraud, Commission. – So you speak about the
transport of animals that are not intended for human consumption?

1-026-0000

Martin Hojsík (Renew). – Exactly, primarily the laying hens for example or cows at the end
of the milk production time, so to say. How this is handled and if you have observed any
differences in terms of how they are transported?

1-027-0000

Eric Thevenard, Head of Food Hygiene and Fraud, Commission. – Yes, actually it’s not really
my competence because we start at the time of arrival of the animals at the slaughterhouse. I
don’t have such information.

The animals, be they, let’s say, at the end of life because they are not economically rentable
anymore, are transported to the slaughterhouse for the same kind of slaughter. It’s just that they
are older. But I don’t have that feeling, but maybe my colleague could intervene on this I think
because it’s more an issue of transport itself and of welfare during transport.

But I don’t see why we would treat these animals differently because at the end of the day, what
will happen is that if are badly battery transported it would negatively affect the quality of the
carcass and so will negatively affect the price of the meat resulting from the slaughter of these
animals. So they would not have an interest to transport them in a different way, it seems to me,
than other types of animals.

But again this is not very well my field, so I would prefer that my colleague answers on this
aspect.

1-028-0000

Andrea Gavinelli, HoU G5- Animal Welfare and Antimicrobial Resistance. – Yes, Chair and
thank you Eric, because in fact we work in the end of course, that’s really what could affect
they farm-to-fork. Today as we talk about the end-of-career animal, we talk about fragile
animals that they need the particular assessment before being transported. This we know. In the
legislation there is no difference in terms of the requirement to be applied, it surely has to be
strict. And in any case, there are principles to avoid any suffering is important.

The laying hens and even the end-of-career cows are also now – because we know and how it
is a relevant problem – an issue of a project, a pilot project that we are just launching in these
days. Thank you also for the support of the European Parliament. This would feed the elements
to the revision of the regulation.

So, to be honest, what we saw are capable and we will be capable to really care more and in
addition, logically, the European Food Safety Authority will also give us more capacity and
indicators to assess the risks for the transport of this category of animals. So I hope this helps
you, we can say, give you elements to reflect in our dialogue in the future, because this would
be surely part together with the unweaned animals, the fragile animals, of particular care in
terms of the transport.

New technologies also will help, in my opinion, the cases. Like the monitoring of the
temperatures and all the other parameters that we have, to grant comfortable transport. Then of
course I follow what was said by my colleague Eric, in any case, they’re going to a slaughter
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plant where there are, in any case, welfare requirements also there to monitor the quality at the
arrival of these animals, and that’s what’s important.
1-029-0000

Thomas Waitz (Verts/ALE). – Thank you Chair. I would firstly like to thank you,
Mr Gavinelli, as I can see that you have a real commitment to improving the situation. I have
two specific questions: have you in the course of your work also dealt with the commercial
trade of domestic animals – puppies – which are also covered by Regulation (EC) No 1/2005?

And a second question: it has become clear in the course of this Committee’s work that the
implementation of Regulation (EC) No 1/2005 is inadequate. Is this because you have too few
staff in your department and too few resources have been given to you? If so, it would be good
if you told us.

And Mr Thevenard: I will risk being impolite and urge you just to leave your desk and see what
happens on the ground. Could you explain to me what the hygiene reasons are for permitting
the slaughter on farms only of animals which are allegedly difficult to handle? What are the
hygiene reasons for this?

Could you explain to me what the hygiene reasons are for the slaughter of sheep and goats not
being permitted on farms? I can assure you that a pig for slaughter which is a few months old
is no heavier or smaller or bigger than a fully-grown mountain sheep. So why not sheep and
goats? What is the hygiene reason for this?

What is the hygiene reason for your requiring a vet to be present at a slaughter? Is it not
sufficient (as it is everywhere else) for the vet to examine the animals beforehand and check
that they are healthy, and then to examine the meat at the slaughterhouse? Is that not sufficient?
Why are you trying to enforce something else here – something which amounts to degradation,
to discrimination against on-farm slaughter? Who is that supposed to benefit? It certainly won’t
lead to a reduction in animal transport.

And could I ask for your assessment of multi-resistant microbes? According to my experience
and investigations (and the ESA is also working on this), the incidence of multi-resistant
(antibiotic-resistant) microbes increases with the size of the slaughterhouse and with the
distance and number of different locations from which animals are transported to it. And my
question: six out of ten meat samples are contaminated with resistant or multi-resistant
microbes, which in statistical terms results in some 33 000 people a year dying in Europe. So
would you please explain to us the advantage of having a large slaughterhouse rather than a
small one operating regionally, slaughtering only animals from that region. I cannot follow the
reasoning here.

1-030-0000

Eric Thevenard, Head of Food Hygiene and Fraud, Commission. – Thank you very much. On
the species first, on the farm. So, it is true that we have limited it to the big animals, so, by big
animals I do not mean piglets but pigs and also horses and cows.

And the reason was to justify the non-transport of these animals to the slaughterhouse because
it could cause injuries to the animal or because these animals would not be used to being
handled, left outside for a long time, for instance, they would be a danger for the people who
are handling them. So, that’s the reason and we can all agree that to handle a sheep or a goat,
it’s much easier, so there was no such justification for this type of animals. So that is the reason,
it’s not a hygienic reason, it’s really a reason of handling of the animal.

On the issue of resistance to antibiotics, well that’s a different issue, which is related to the use
of antimicrobials rather than to the transport or to the slaughter, it seems to me. And on this in
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the EU we have been forbidden to use antibiotics in feed for growth-promotion purposes, for a
long time. I agree with you that it’s a major issue, the antimicrobial resistance, but it seems to
me disconnected from the issue of transport or slaughter.

1-031-0000

Andrea Gavinelli, HoU G5- Animal Welfare and Antimicrobial Resistance. – Yes, thank you
and thank you to Mr Waitz for his question. In particular, the first one touched upon an area
that we never spoke about in this committee, that is the transport of pets.

As he correctly mentioned, they fall into the scope of the current regulation and the
requirements we have today are limited, it’s only a question of the age of the animals. By
coincidence, today is the day of coming into force of the animal health law, where several new
requirements for better dealers, people that are in the business of these type of animals, will be
obliged to have a more structured approach to the application of rules to be registered as a trader
and being recognised for animal-health reasons.

All this is a good hub my opinion that will offer the opportunity to develop more in terms of
the transport and the conditions for transporting pets. We have now to search and to look into
the best information available to transform these in what will be the best way to avoid risks for
the transport of these animals. We are all aware that in fact today transport is many times even
done in a certain, we can say, (inaudible) manner and surely some issue from the technical
perspective could be improved, we will see.

This could help also to track, and this will come back to the technologies that we could really
use, could help to track better also what is this traffic –sometime immense – of animals between
Member States that is not emerging so easily. So this is really an important area that I really
will like not to surely to leave behind.

On the second, about enforcement and resources. Enforcement is the responsibility of Member
States. Member States, as my colleague from F said, have this possibility to see from the reports
that have been performed by our colleagues where the capacity to perform controls are going
well, or where they are lacking.

We know anyway, and this will come back to our work, that have to really do better in providing
a frame at European level that will facilitate control, because resources are not so many
anywhere including in the Commission, in the units (inaudible), but anyway it’s really
important. We have to probably do our best to introduce a technological instrument that will
share, with the sharing of data and knowledge and facilitate the work of the controller.

This is definitely something to be done in associating also this capacity, like I said, with the
vessel with authorities that are not practically directly related to welfare, but they could be,
because they are present from on the spot and in their knowledge. This is a big effort to be done
and I really think I met the Mr Waitz more than once in this period, and I think in this month to
come would be essential to transpose the knowledge of that between the institutions, to see the
solution of this.

1-032-0000

Chair. – Thank you very much, and thank you for the question about the transport of company
animals. Indeed this is also something we should not lose sight of.

1-033-0000

Michal Wiezik (PPE). – The question really is whether the suffering of animals during
transport can be avoided. Common effects like fresh bruising, trampling, suffocation, heart
failure, heatstroke, sunburn, bloat, fighting, or other injuries that happen on an everyday basis
during live animal transports, when the animal is facing an abrupt change of environment,
notwithstanding the duration of the transport.
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Keeping the animals calm and (inaudible) by avoiding frustration and the risks of contamination
and suffering is the main principle. I’m convinced that the suffering of animals in certain form
is embedded in transport, and the only other option that might prevent suffering is keeping the
animal off the transport, and even though it may sound paradoxical, for us to slaughter the
animals in situ within the farm where they have been raised.

In this regard, I wonder what is the Commission’s plan for the further promotion of on-farm
slaying, avoiding the unnecessary long transport of live animals to large and distant abattoirs
and shortening the supply chain, and in particular, I would like to hear whether the Commission
considers a higher quota for on-farm slaughter and (inaudible) growing demand for low-cost
supply chains, as well as the farmers’ concerns about their animals’ welfare during necessary
transport.

And last but not least, I also would like to point out that the context is already related to an
aging 15-year-old regulation relating to this issue.

1-034-0000

Eric Thevenard, Head of Food Hygiene and Fraud, Commission. – I think this question is
possibly for me. On the number of animals, it’s true that it is limited to three big animals or six
pigs for slaughter on the farm. Two reasons for that. The first is that it has to stay not too long
so that the carcasses can reach in due time the slaughterhouse, otherwise we believe that the
meat will be declassified by the veterinarian in the slaughterhouse as not fit for human
consumption. So that’s why we cannot slaughter a big number of animals on the farm and we
felt that three was sufficiently big but not too big.

The second reason is that you have to think beyond the European Union. I don’t want that
suddenly third countries start to do that and export this meat to us. So the fact that it is limited
in size is also another reason to limit the economic interests outside the EU for third countries
like Brazil to start slaughtering I don’t know where instead of slaughterhouses prior to
slaughtering the meat to the EU.

So these are the two reasons for limiting, but the first one is really not to have too much time
between the stunning of the animal, the first animal, and the arrival of the carcass of this first
animal stunned on the farm and bled on the farm to the slaughterhouse.

The second message is on subventions, this is not my field at all. As I said there are facilities in
the legislation to adapt the layout and equipment of slaughterhouses be they fixed or mobile,
and this is something where Member States have their role to play to allow different adaptations
and so more local slaughterhouses have out to be built or to be mobile and brought to the farms.

I repeat: with the mobile slaughterhouses there is no limit in the number of animals that can be
slaughtered, obviously, and I also repeat it’s important to keep in mind this possibility to
slaughter on the farm is new. It does not exist for the time being, it is not allowed by the EU
legislation for the time being.

1-035-0000

Annika Bruna (ID). – Chair, I would like to thank both the speakers. I wanted to thank Mr
Gavinelli for his encouraging words, namely that he will take account of the committee of
inquiry’s report to improve the plight of animals. We do indeed have high expectations of it,
because while we are talking, animals undergoing unacceptable suffering every day.

Firstly, I would like to come back to the transport of animals to third countries. We cannot
content ourselves hypocritically with taking the best possible measures concerning animal
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exports and allow these animals to be delivered to third countries, where we know full well that
they are suffering acts of incredible cruelty.

Secondly, I wanted to ask about the transport of pregnant animals that had gone past at least
90% of the expected gestation period and also those that have given birth in the week before
transport. I also wanted to ask you about the transport of young animals. The transport of piglets
under three weeks old, lambs under one week old and calves under 10 days old is currently
forbidden. In these two cases, are you considering amending the 2005 regulation to ban the
transport of pregnant animals altogether, but also to increase the minimum age for the transport
of calves, lambs and piglets to outlaw the transport of unweaned animals once and for all?

1-036-0000

Andrea Gavinelli, HoU G5- Animal Welfare and Antimicrobial Resistance. – Thank you for
the nice words, Ms Bruna. We are really working hand-in-hand on this, as I said.

For this, it’s difficult to answer now because, as you know, we require this to EFSA to provide
the scientific evidence we need. The opinion is foreseen by June 2022. As I told you at the
beginning, in any case, that the roadmap we have for developing the proposal will have this in
the same period as the impact assessment would be going on, and the staff working document
would be done by the end of 2022 with the result of the different options.

So, as soon as the EFSA opinion will be there we will keep surely an eye on the weak animals.
Not only the young, as I said, unweaned, we have also a pilot project as we said at the start on
that. And I forgot to mention: there is also a pilot project that is trying to see alternatives to the
transport of end-of-career animals. That is also important from the welfare point of view and it
is coming also from the European Parliament. We are now attributed the project.

So I will be back with an answer to this in June 2022; hopefully before.

1-037-0000

Pär Holmgren (Verts/ALE). – Thank you very much, last but not least, hopefully, and thank
you of course Mr Thevenard and Mr Gavinelli. I have two questions, one about torture and one
about antimicrobial resistance, something that my Green colleague Thomas Waitz asked about
as well. I will ask the questions in Swedish though.

First, in the course of this committee’s work it has become patently clear that animals are being
transported in absolutely appalling conditions, including for slaughter. At the same time, there
are fewer and fewer slaughterhouses, meaning that transport times are getting longer and longer.
There is clearly a need for more opportunities for slaughter, so that we can move from the
transport of live animals to the transport of meat.

Short journeys and on-farm slaughter are beneficial for sustainable agriculture and a vibrant
countryside, but we must also make demands: that has become clear this afternoon. There must
be some form of supervision. The presence of a vet is important, for example during loading.
Research shows it is difficult for animal transporters to judge which animals are actually fit for
transport. It is really important that such assessments are carried out correctly, because transport
is extremely demanding. Even in short journeys, loading and unloading are a real ordeal for the
animals. What is the Commission’s position on the requirement for a vet to be present during
loading? What is your view of the option of having some form of digital surveillance, in
addition to the physical presence of a vet?

And now for my second question: transport is of course often a stressful experience for animals.
The confined spaces also mean that disease can spread. When cattle are transported it is
common, for example, for animals from different farms to be loaded onto the same lorry, which
increases the risk of diseases spreading. In general it can clearly be said that fewer transports
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also reduce the risk of resistance. What steps does the Commission consider appropriate to
reduce this increased risk of antimicrobial resistance resulting from animals being transported
in the manner they are today?

1-039-0000

Andrea Gavinelli, HoU G5- Animal Welfare and Antimicrobial Resistance. – The presence of
a vet at the loading is something that we have already provided for certain types of transports
that are considered at risk, and is connected also with the requirement of these approvals of a
journey log and journey plan.

The fact that a vet is not present in every load and every type of transport is something that we
have not yet assessed. It will be part probably also of one of the different options of the internal
assessment. Today I think the mention of new technologies and the inclusion of, for example,
the possibility of having monitoring by cameras and so on will probably be a very useful
alternative, knowing if there was a problem also of resourcing of the veterinarian.

For me, your point is taken and definitely I think today we already have certain provision for
certain risk transport we see how far is necessary to go even for more.

1-040-0000

Chair. – Thank you very much, and that concludes today’s debate. I would like to thank both
Mr Gavinelli and Mr Thevenard for their participation. We have a few minutes left but I don’t
want to open any more catch-the-eye because if we start then there won’t really be time to
conclude, but I hope that everybody had enough time for questions and I’m really delighted to
share with you the good news that at today’s meeting the Conference of Presidents endorsed
our ANIT request for the second extension of the mandate. So right now the mandate is until
19 December this year.

The next meeting will take place on 25 May, from 9.00 to 12.00, from 13.45 to 16.15 and from
16.45 to 18.45 in Room József Antall, in No 2, on the second floor, so two floors below us.

The first one will be covered with a very interesting workshop with the policy department on
the following subjects: Particular welfare needs in animal transport on the unweaned animals
and pregnant animals which is a very sensitive topic and I’m sure many of you will want to
discuss it and hear more about it. Also the particular welfare needs in animal transport of the
aquatic animals, welfare on sea vessels and the criteria for approval of sea vessel authorisations
and the practices of animal welfare during transport in third countries. I’m looking forward to
this debate and the exchange of views.

Dear colleagues, the meeting is closed and I wish you all a nice evening.

(The meeting closed at 18.42)


